
Sea Kayak Rental
Experience the beauty of our mountain lake Vangsvatnet from an inspiring perspective in this fantastic 
environment. Experience the grandeur of surrounding mountains and the calmness of the beautiful 
lake.The guests who choose touring kayak with us will be the most pleasantly surprised.
These kayaks are extremely stable, with exceptional handling and surprising amount of speed. Outdoor 
Norway™ chooses a high top ending equipment to all our activities, because our focus is on your safety 
and quality leisure time.  
Qualified personnel gives operating-and safety instructions before rental if necessary. You starting paddling 
from our outdoor base location.
Quiet and fun activity near Voss Centrum. From all hotels in town it's walking distance to our base.

Quick facts 
Season Everyday: 4th June > 18th September 

1st & 2nd October and  8th until 16th October – 10am until 5pm

Price Per person 1 hour = kr. 250.  For 2 hours = kr. 450

Guests requirement  Minimum age 5 accompanied by parents; Minimum age 12 to go alone; Able 
to swim, Weight limit 150kg.

Please inform us of any medical conditions like asthma, epilepsy, etc.

What’s included Sea kayak, paddle, paddle leash, PFD (Life-jacket), splash jacket, sprayskirt. 
eco pump.

What bring with you Swimming clothes, thermal underwear if cold, footwear that can get wet, 
change of clothes, cap, suncream and sunglass if sunny forecast.

Good to know

Weather limitations: It's a good activity to do on sunny or good wet day, the paddle is possible in most 
conditions. Limitations apply to very-strong wind forecast, the activity may be cancelled or postponed. More 
infos you find at out Terms & Conditions.

Tour highlights

Vangsvatnet is the lake in the municipality of Voss. The 7.69-square-kilometre (2.97 sq mi) lake lies in the 
central part of the municipality. The Vosso River flows into and out of the Vangsvatnet.
The European route E16 and the Bergensbanen railway line both run along the northern shore of the lake. 
In the south shore you can delight the beautiful views of Gråsida, a mountain plateau between Voss and 
Hardanger Fjord.
The lake is used for various water-based sports activities like: water ski, kite surfing, stand-up-paddle, 
windsurfing, and more extreme ones as tow-in paragliding.
Max. length 9 kilometres (5.6 mi)
Max. width 1.5 kilometres (0.93 mi)
Surface area 7.69 km2 (2.97 sq mi)
Shore length 19.57 kilometers
Vangsvatnet is named after the place Vangen — the municipal center and old church site of Voss. The last 
element is the finite form of 'vatn', meaning lake. 

Outdoor Norway AS
Outdoor base address: Evangervegen 14, By the lakeside Vangsvatnet, Voss

Postal address: Russarvegen 23, 5700 - Voss/Norway
Phone +47  459 71 515
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